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This approximation for !
z













  I) cos .
In this last case, the sense of precession depends on whether I < I
n
or I > I
n
. For the top shown
in Fig. 1, and for most ordinarily shaped child's top, I
n
> I.
Which precession occurs depends on how the top is set in motion. Once it is started at an angle
 to the vertical with angular velocity !
c
and either of the above values for !
z
, it will continue to
precess steadily.
2. Analysis
The analysis that leads to (0.1) is elementary and amounts to taking into account the angular





the symmetry axis, and !
z
sin  along an axis normal to it, as shown in Fig. 2. Thus the angular
momentum about the vertical direction can be decomposed into a component I!
z
cos  along the




sin  normal to the symmetry axis. Since these two com-
ponents also describe a circle around the vertical direction, the previous simplied analysis can
be applied separately here for the components along and normal the symmetry axis. Thus the
correction for the change in total angular momentum in a time interval t has now two steps.
a. The change in the component of the angular momentum along the symmetry axis is what
we had before, with the addition of the extra term I!
z
cos  due to the precession motion. It
becomes (L+ I!
z
cos ) sin !
z
t.







The tip of this vector describes a circle of radius L
n
cos  around the vertical direction. The
torque of gravity changes this component in a direction tangent to this circle. Thus the





Since the changes in (a) and (b) are opposite in direction, equating torque to time change in angular









 mgl = 0 for !
z
, whose solutions
are given by (0.1).
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Figure 1: In the simplied analysis the total angular momentum of the top L = I!
c
is due solely














Figure 2: In the general analysis, the angular momentum of the rotational motion around the
vertical axis is taken into account.
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